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Entron, Inc.

DIGEST:

1.

Determination of lowest bidder on an FOB origin basis may
pruoperly include consideration of transportation costs
estimated on basis set forth in solicitation. Evaluation
on such basis is proper even though autual delivery points,
known at bid opening, differ from tentative delivery
points specified in IFB.

2.

Protester's claim of entitlement to waiver of first article
testing under solicitation provIsion will not be considered
where denial of waiver did not prejudice protester's
competitive position.

Entron, Inc. (Entron), has protested award of a contract
to another bidder under invitation for bids (IFB)-DSA90C-77-B1370, issued by the Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC),
Dayton, Ohio.
The IFB was issued on April 1L, 1977, as a total snall
business set-aside for the purchase of "ringing generators, hand
joint type G-42A/PT, NSN 5805 00--503-1469." Bidders were required
to submit incremental bids in five uneoual steps for the furnishing

of between 1,000 and 14,999 units and *could bid on either or both
an FOB origin and/or FOB destination basis. First article testing
was required but could be waived under the following provision:
"1.

1 ; may be waived:
Prer.roduction ta2stin

"a.

For any contractor whose latest first
article approval date for the required
item is within 24 months of the issue
date of the solicitation and who proposes
to reprodcce identical items, using the

jame tools, facilities and component
types previously used."
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The cost of first article testing, if not waived, was to be prorated
over the items orcered.
Four bids were received. The per-unit bids of Entron and the
ewardee, Star Dynamic (Star), were as follows:

Quantity:
Entron
Star

a,500-

11,000-

1,0003,?09

3,3005,999

6,0008,499

10,999

14,999

FOB Origin

14.75

14.45

14.35

14.30

14.25

FOB Dest.

----------------No Bid-------------------

FOB Origin
FOB Dest.

15.00
15.30

First Article Charge:

14.38
14.63

Entron -

14.38
14.63

14.38
14.63

$500; Star D)ynamic -

14.38
14.63

$4,000

DESC had a firm coimnitment for 5,177 units at the time of bid
opening. After evaluation of the bids and other information submitted by the bidders, DESC determined that Star was the only bidder
qualified for uaiver of first article testing. Analysis of the bid
prices was based on advice to the contracting officer frcm transportation officials that the transportation costs applicable to the Star
and Entron bids would be equal. No consideration therefore was given
to transportation costs, since they would cnly cancel out, and the
Star and Entr-n FOB origin bid prices were compared directly.
Star
was the low bidder. Scar was awarded contract No. DSA900-77-C--4404
on June 13, 1977, for the purchase of the required items at Star's FOB
destination price.
Entron contests tne agency's evacuation of its bid and contends
that had an evaluation been made of the actual freizht tbhirges to be
added to its price, Entron would nave ha-e be2en entitled to the
award. Tq this connection, Entron states that the agency was awa:e
at the time nf bid opening of the actual destinations of the items
for which a contact was awe Jed and that the addition to Entron's
bid price of freight costs f.om its manufacturing facility to the
known destinations would have resulted in a lower overall cost to
the Government. While the agency concedes that no exhaustive evaluation of transportation costs was performed prior to awar.., a detailed
evaluation :ormparing the transportation .zosts applicable to the
Star and Entron FOB origin bhds was performed in response to Entron's
protest and now forms part of the record. We note that this analysis
verifies that the transportation costs applicable to thuse two bids
are equal..
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The I'm incorporated the provisions of section 7-2003.23(d)
(1976 ed.) of the hrmed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR)
pertaining to the dval.-ition of FOB origin bids. This section provides
as follows:
"Land methods of transportation by regulated
conmon carrier are normal means of transportation
used by the Government for shipment within the United
States * * *. Accordingly, for the purpose of evaluating
bids * * i, only such methods will be considered in
establishing the cost of transportation between bidder's
* * * shipping point and destination (tentat4ve or
firm, whichever is applicable), in the United States A * *.
Such transportation cost will be added to the bid * * i
price in determining the overall cost of the supplies
to the Government. When tentative destinations are
indicated, they will be used only for evaluation
purposes, the Government having the right to utilize
any other means of transportation ox any other destination at the time of shipment."
The DESC post-protest evaluation was performed in accordar-ce with
this paragraph. Shipping points were determined in accor :,Ice with
the provisions of the IFB: for Entron, the shipping pointr ias
Glendale, New York; Star's shipping point was determined to be
North Bergen, New Juicey.
Shipping destinations for evaluation purposes were established
in accordance with the provision of the IFB entitled "Destination
Unknown," ASPR § 7-2003.24(a) (1976 ed.). Under this provision,
the evaluation was to be based on the shipment of 3,639 units to the
Defense Electronics Supply Center, Dayton, Ohio, and 1,538 units to
the Defense Depot Ogden, Ogden, Utah. Published trucking tariffs
obtained from the Mtiitary Traffic Management Comrmand .ere used ir
the evaluation. This analysis shows that the freight costs for
Entron and Star are identical--$995.23. The computation of overall
cost to the Government is as follows:
Entron
FOB Orig.

Star
FOB Orig

Unit Price
$14.45
$14.38
5,177
x Quantity
5,177
Total Price
$74,807.65 $74,445.26
+ Transportation
995.23
995.2.
Total Cost to Gov't. $75,802.88
$75,440.49
(Not including First Article Testing)
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FOB Dest
$14.63
5,177
$75,739.51
---

$75,739.51

a
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Entron contests this evaluation on the basis that use of itr
Glendale, New York Office address was improper for the purpose of
evaluating transportation costs snd cont,:td3, as noted above, that rhe
evaluation should have been based on the actual delivery points, since
they were known to the contracting officer at the time of bid opening.
Regarding the protesters' first contention, Entron's bid shows
Morganville, New Jersey, to be the place of performance; Entron
argues that the transportation analysts is invalid because it was
not evaluated from that point. We do not agree.
The IFB incorporated by reference the provisions of ASPR
§ 7-2003.24(c) (1976 ed.), entitled "Shipping Point(s) Used in
Evaluation of FOB Origin Bids (or Proposals)," which provides
in part that "if the bidd: * * * fails to indicate any shippIng
point or plant, the Goverument will evaluate the bid * * * on the
basis of delivery from the plant at which the contract will be
performed, as indicated in the bid or proposal. If no such plant
is indicated in the bid * * *, then the bid * * * will be evaluate'
on the basis of delivery from the contractor's business address
indicated on Standard Form 33." However, this lauguage, which would
have permitted evaluation of Entron's cransportaricn costs on the basis
of its specified place of performance, Morganville; New Jersey, was
superseded by the requirement of section "H," para. 1(c), prge 13,
of the solicitation for designation by the offeror of its proposed
shipping point. This latter provision states in part that "if the
offer fails to specify a shipping point Lhe shipping point shall Le
considered to be the same as the address shown in block No. 17 of
SF-33," The relative priority of these two provisions is mandated
by ASPR 5 7-2003.41 (1976 ed.), iir.rporated in the IFB by reference.
Entron r.filed to specify its shipping point. In accordance
with the IFb, the urocuring activity was therefore required to
evaluate Entrou's transportation costs on the basis of its Glendale,
New York Office, as specified in block No. 17 of the SF-33
accompanying Entron's bid.
Entron's second argument concerning the uvaluotion of
transportatLon costs would require that the FOB origin bids be
considered on a basis other than that set forth in the IFB. This
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does not comport with the general rule that bids must be evaluated
on the basis of the method specified in the solicitation. 38 Camp.
Gen. 550 (1959); 45 Camp. Gen. 433 (1966): B-173444, December 21,
1971. This is true even though an alternative method might result 4 n
a lower overall cost to the Government. 52 Camp. Gen. 278 (1972).
Furthermore, we have long taken the position that the determination
of the lowest responsible bidder under an advertised procurement
may properly include consideration of costs over and above the bid
price which would b2 incurred upon award to each biddcr, provided tnat
such costs can ba ascertained with rc;.sonable certainty. See 45 Camp.
Gen. 59, 68 (1965). When such costs are reasonably foreseeable,
an agency properly may issue an IFB which provides that the evaluation
of bids wili include the addition of foreseeable costs to the bid
price. Newport Shipyard, Inc., B-187391, November 15, '976, 76-2 CPD
415. Convezsely, where it has been impractical to estimate transportation costs because of uncertainty about the delivery points of
ordered items, we have approved an administrative determination-to
exclude transportation costs from consideration. 52 Camp. Gen. 6)9
(1973); see also 52 id. 997 (1973).
In this case, the hypothetical delivery schedule incorporated
in the transportation cost evaluation scheme of the IFB conforms
,.losely to the actual needs of the agency. We view this as
confirmation of the reasonableness of the agency's estimates. In
tnese circumstances, we see nothing improper in the agency's
application of the delivery criteria of the IFB for the evaluation
of transportation costs and we perceive ro prejudice to Entron
in the agency's failure to make an exhaustive evaluation prior to
award.
Entron also has questioned whether the agency's evaluation of
Scar's bid might have included consideration of a 10-day prompt
payment discount offered by Star since the IFB required a minimum paymen., period of 20 days in order for discounts to be considered. The
record before us, however, provides no evidence that any consideration was given to Star's offered 10-day discnunt.
We note parenthetically that the contract award was Lade to
Star at its FOB destination price which appears to exceed the total
cost to the Gcvernment of award to Star at its FOB origin price.
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In this connection, however, che record reflects that after it had
been determined that Star was the low bidder, an estimate. of transportation costs applicable to Star's bid was prepared for tae sole
purpose of determining whrcher to awdard to Star on an FOB origin for
FOB destination basis. This estimate shows the transportation costs
total $1,396.12, including $300 for the issuance of six Government
Bills of Lading (GBL), :jhich added to Star's FOB origin price results
in a cost to the Government greater than if award were made to Star
on an FOB destination basis. We have held that in the absence of an
express provision in the solicitation, the use of tertain indefinite
or speculative administrative costs as evaluation factors is
inappropriate, .,e 35 Comp. Gen. 282, 284 (1955); 33 Comp. Gen. 108
(1953), and that proposals should be evaluated on the basis set forth
in the solicitation. These decisions, however, have considered this
question in the context of competition between bidders for an award.
In this case, thc administrative coot of issuing GBL's was considered
only after the awardee was selected and only for determining the
basis of award, i.e., FOB destination vs. FOB origin, so as to
ascertain which basis was most advantageous to the Government.
Consideration of the cost of issuing the GBL's had no effect on
competition. In these circumstances, and since the estimated cost
of issuing GBL's does not appear unreasonable, we will not question
the award to Star at its FOB destination price.
Entron also contends that it was entitled to waiver of first
article testing unior the cited provision of the IF4 on the basis
of an approval obtained in August 1970 and sibsequent waivers of
testing, the most recent of which is on a contract issued by DESC on
November 16, 1976. However, we note that waiver of the first article
testing requirement for Entron would not have affected its competitive
position, inasmuch as the cost for such testing was not included in
the evaluation. In these circumstances, we see no reason to review
the agency's deterninnticn not to waive first article testing. See
Julian A. McDermott Corpo:arion, B-187705, B-188197, April 18, 1977,
77-1 CPD 266.
Accordingly, the protest is denied.

Depot! Comp trler Gen.ra.
of the United 2tates
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